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H a l i t o





Future Tense Marker   - achi (will)
- indicates an occurrence will happen in the future
- always placed at the end of a sentence 

Rule for usage:
- If the preceding word ends in vowel o or i, then 
those vowels must be changed to an a to complete 
the future tense marker.  (Drop the letter o or i.)



Li      changes to      La     when we use the 
future tense marker achi (meaning of li remains the same)

Example:
ia la chi I will go
pisa la chi I will see

Notice the letter i in li was dropped, and the 
letter a took its place.



Practice
I will go to the store.

Aiittatoba ia la chi.

I will go home.

Chukka ia la chi.

I will go eat.

Impat ia la chi.

I will go to work.

Toksälit ia la chi.



Present Tense
Katimma ish ia?
Where are you going?

___ ia li.
I am going ___.

Past Tense
Katimma ish ia tuk?
Where did you go?

___ ia li tuk.
I went ___.

Future Tense
Katimma ish ia chi?
Where will you go?

___ ia la chi.
I will go ___.

Present Tense
Käta ish pisa?
Who do you see?

___ pisa li.
I see ___.

Past Tense
Käta ish pisa tuk?
Who did you see?

___ pisa li tuk.
I saw ___.

Future Tense
Käta ish pisa chi?
Who will you see?

___ pisa la chi.
I will see ___.







REVIEW
~ What is the past tense marker?
~ What is the future tense marker?
~ What is the rule using the future tense marker?
~ How do we ask ‘Where are you going?’ in Choctaw?
~ How do we ask ‘Where did you go?’ in Choctaw?
~ How do we ask ‘Where will you go?’ in Choctaw?
~ How do we ask ‘Who do you see?’ in Choctaw?
~ How do we ask ‘Who did you see?’ in Choctaw?
~ How do we ask ‘Who will you see?’ in Choctaw?



Vocabulary
ia impa nusi toksäli kocha
tämaha ish chukka katimma
aiitatoba käta pisa tuk

Questions? Answer:
Katimma ish ia? (Where are you going?) ____ ia li. (I am going ___.)

Katimma ish ia tuk? (Where did you go?) ____ ia li tuk. (I went to ___.)

Katimma ish ia chi? (Where will you go?) ____ ia la chi. (I will go ___.)

Käta ish pisa?(Who do you see?) ____ pisa li. (I see ___.)

Käta ish pisa tuk?(Who did you see?) ____ pisa li tuk. (I saw___.)

Käta ish pisa chi? (Who will you see?) ____ pisa la chi. (I will see ___.)



Questions ???
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Chi pisa la chike!
(I will see you soon/again.)


